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WHIPPED BODY BUTTER



Cetyl alcohol is included in this recipe

because it helps to thicken and harden the

mixture, creating a stable and strong

whipped texture. It isn't as heavy and

tacky as wax. 

Like all body butters that are not

emulsified, this recipe will be heat

sensitive, so shipping during summer

months should be avoided unless you use

ice packs. It’s also probably not the best

product to bring to hot markets, and

customers should be advised to not leave

the butter in their car, etc. 

You can use a double boiler to melt the

oils, but if you don’t have one you can

easily create a water bath the way I did by

placing a measuring cup (made of

tempered glass) into a pot of simmering

water. Make sure the water level is high

enough to submerge the glass at least half

way, but not so high that it will get into the

container. 

This body butter whips up beautifully, and

has a light texture that quickly melts into

skin. Traditional body butters like this are

made with just oils and butters that are

blended, chilled and whipped. Because the

recipe doesn’t have water in it, there is no

need for a preservative. For that reason,

body butters have often been the first

“lotion” that makers craft.

One of the drawbacks to traditional body

butters are that they can feel greasy. Since

there is no water present, you need to

carefully choose the oils and butters in your

recipe to make sure they soak into skin

quickly. Some makers use arrowroot

powder to make a recipe feel drier, but I’ve

never liked the feel of butters that include

starches. The oils and butters in this recipe

are selected specifically for their light feel

and quick absorption. While they can be

substituted if needed, it will likely alter the

feel of the butter, so just be aware of that.
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Notice of Liability

All the recipes and design instructions in resources (eBooks, eClasses & blog posts) from Bath Fizz and Foam

are provided without any success guarantee on the part of the Author. The Author disclaims any liability in

connection with the use of the information in this resource and is not responsible for wasted materials or

damages resulting from the use of information from Bath Fizz and Foam resources.
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create quality materials and have faith that they are not being passed around without purchase. If you
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Hot plate or access to a stove

Access to a freezer

Double boiler or hot water bath

Mixer with whisk attachment

Digital Scale

Silicone spatula

Heat resistant container (if using water

bath method)

Jars for storing body butter

Piping bag and tips (optional)

TOOLS & UTENSILS

SANITIZE YOUR WORKSPACE &

EQUIPMENT

Before you begin your body butter session,

you need to sanitize your workspace,

equipment, mixing utensils and mixing

containers. To do this, spray everything down

with a bleach solution (1.5 tablespoon bleach

in 2 cups distilled water). Let sit for 5

minutes to kill contaminants. Wipe up with

paper towels. 

**This whole process is relatively quick when

working in smaller batches, however larger

batches will require more cooling time during

those phases, so just be prepared for that!**
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1. Begin by sanitizing and sterilizing

your work area, tools and utensils. I

also take the time here to sterilize my

jars so I’m not waiting on them to dry

later.

2. Prepare a water bath or double

boiler.

3. Weigh and measure hard oils. (fig

1.2)

4. Place hard oils into your water bath

and gently stir until completely melted.

(fig 3)

5. Add liquid oils and stir. (fig 4)

6. When all ingredients are well

blended, remove the oils from the

water bath, dry the outside of your

container, and place in the freezer for

5-10 minutes. The goal to have the mix

solidify just a bit, but not all the way.

(fig 5-6) 
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7. Remove the oils from the freezer and
use a whisk attachment to begin whipping
the oils. The mix will still be soupy—not
solid! (fig 1)

8. Add your fragrance and color and blend
until fully incorporated. (fig 2)

9. Return the container to the freezer for
an additional 5-10 minutes.

10. Remove from the freezer and whip!
This time the oils should feel harder than
before, but still be soft enough to whip.
Keep whipping until the mixture is light
and fluffy (about 5 minutes).  (fig 3-5)

11. Spoon into containers or use a pastry
bag to pipe the whipped butter. Be aware
that if you pipe the butter, the heat from
your hands might begin melting it, so work
quickly! (fig 6)

12. I like to pop mine into the freezer one
last time after piping to help them finish
setting up. After that, they can be
removed from the freezer and will not
deflate even when left at room
temperature. 
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Happy Whipped Body Butter Making! 
-Robyn & Amanda


